Death of a Salesman
by Arthur Miller
(Sierra Vista Campus)

This guide lists some of the available sources for further research and literary criticism of Death of a Salesman by Arthur Miller.

Reference Books: (May be used in the library only)
- Contemporary Literary Criticism SV Ref PN 771.C59 (Vol. 1, 2, 6, 10, 15, 26, 47, 78, 179)
  Note: see index of the latest volume to locate specific characters, themes, etc.
- Drama Criticism DC Ref PN 1601.D59 (Vol. 1: 294-326, 328-330, 333-34)
- Masterplots, Revised Second Edition SV Ref PN 44.M33 1996 (Vol. 3: 1558-1561)

Books: (May be checked out. Search the library catalog for loan periods and additional titles.)
  Literary Criticism
- Bloom, Harold, ed. Willy Loman. PS 3525 .I5156 D4387 2005
- Siebold, Thomas, ed. Readings on Death of a Salesman. PS 3525 .I5156 D4372 1999

Scholarly Articles:
Cochise College Libraries Databases: Literature Resource Center, Literature Criticism Online, ProQuest, JSTOR

Sample articles from Literature Resource Center

Sample articles from ProQuest
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Media:

- **DVDs** (May be checked out. Search the library catalog for loan periods and additional titles.)

- **Films on Demand** (Streaming online. Off-campus users: Access FoD through My Cochise and search by item number.)
  - *Death of a Salesman*. Item number 49016.